
Item no.: 382119

MCTV-708 - HDMI cable, v2.0, 60Hz, 5m

from 5,81 EUR
Item no.: 382119

shipping weight: 0.20 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
HDMI (High Definition Multimedia Interface) is a high-resolution multimedia interface, a digital interface for audio and video signals that can transmit a complete data stream without
compression. With HDMI, you can connect any audio-video devices that comply with the standard.You can use the cable to connect the following devices- LCD, LED and PLASMA
televisions with HDMI connection- DVD players- Blu-ray players- Set-top boxes for digital platforms: N Television, Cyfra+, Polsat Cyfrowy, TELWIZJA na Kart?- XBOX
PLAYSTATION consoles- PC TV LAPTOP TV recorders projectors digital monitors TFT/LCD panels many other devices with HDMI connections...Specification- Gold plated
connectors- 99.9% copper- 4K format support- FULL HD, ULTRA HD, 3D support- HDMI v2.0 30AWG 4K 60Hz standard- Triple shielded- Audio return channel- ETHERNET
channel- Rubber elastic coverSet includes- Maclean MCTV-707 HDMI-HDMI cable 5 m v2.0- Original packaging- Proof of purchaseHDMI 2.0The latest HDMI 2.0 standard has
improved the current parameters, which will particularly appeal to very demanding users:- Maximum resolution: 4096 x 2160 p60. 4k format- Maximum colour depth: 48-bit.-
Maximum signal bandwidth: 600 MHz.Particularly noteworthy is the almost doubling of the maximum signal bandwidth as well as the support of the full resolution of 4096 x 2160
p60 in the entire colour depth range from 24 to 48 bits/pixel.Features- HDMI 19-pin connector - HDMI 19-pin connector (HDMI A - HDMI A)- The appropriate AWG diameter has
been selected for each cable length so that all functions provided by the version can be used. 2.0- The cable is manufactured using oxygen-free OFC copper technology with the
highest purity of 99.99%, ensuring optimal signal transmission without loss.- 24k gold-plated plugs have a positive effect on a long service life- The triple-shielded cable and
high-quality materials do not require the use of additional filters- The cable is compatible with all previous HDMI versions, i.e. it supports all devices equipped with the HDMI
standard- Cable resistant to external interference- Digital data transmission ensures incredible colour depth and crystal-clear sound without loss in FULL HD and Ultra HD quality-
Original cable from Maclean TV Systems
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